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 creative palate communications


is a full-service public relations and 
marketing-communications agency, 
specializing in wines from every corner of the globe.









 who we are


It’s about the personal touch, passion for what you do, making a difference, and generating results. Integrity, relationship-building, development of trust, attention to detail, timely responses, and follow-through. All projects are principal-led by a team who love championing their clients, take pride in their work, and have a proven track record of success.









 what we do


A nimble, hands-on company, we cater to your needs, whether you are new-to-market or an established player. Communication, flexibility, and a can-do attitude – we understand that priorities can shift and budgets change. We expect the unexpected and can turn on a dime. At Creative Palate we introduce, position, revitalize, re-launch and promote brands. Our À la Carte modular PR campaigns are custom-designed to meet your specific needs and budget, offering brands both small and large an opportunity to stand out from the crowd.
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You both put in so much effort into the calls. And you present them well. Which is why I enjoy them and learn so much from them. Not all wine zoom tastings I attend are as well-organized and well-thought-out as yours.

Rupal Shankar
SyrahQueen.com










Where to begin? Over the years, I have had the pleasure of working closely with Jane and Kate at Creative Palate across a wide range of client projects and in numerous capacities. Whether it be complex road shows and on-site immersions with Wines of Alentejo, Wines of Chile, or Wines and Foods of Spain, or content creation and collaboration for the California Wine Institute’s ambitious Capstone California online platform, I can think of no PR and marketing agency I would rather work with perennially. Their savvy insights, formidable ability to deliver press at an event, behind-the-scenes strategy, and creative thinking are remarkable, and the quality of their written materials and editing skills are gold-standard.

Evan Goldstein MS
President & Chief Education Officer
Full Circle Wine Solutions










We have had the pleasure of partnering with Creative Palate for close to a decade. What a difference it makes working with a principal-led team, rather than a revolving door of junior execs! Jane and Kate’s combination of in-house and agency experience provides an enhanced understanding of the wine business, not to mention an extended network of contacts. Creative Palate blends creativity and strategy to deliver intelligent, newsworthy programs that move the needle and provide excellent ROI. We appreciate their candor and conviction — Jane and Kate are rarely backwards about coming forwards! Their partnership is one that I treasure and enjoy.

Limeng Stroh
CEO/Founder
FULL CIRCLE WINE SOLUTIONS










Our initial project with the ladies at CPalate involved a German brand with a young, up-and-coming wine maker. They devised an excellent program, working their strong relationships with wine journalists nationwide and digging deep into ideas designed to capture consumer attention. After such a successful first outing, we went on to work on several other brands together over the next five years. CPalate’s professionalism gave our portfolio the attention we were looking for.

Bob Shack
Founder
HB Imports










CPalate was truly an asset to our organization. They brought experience, passion and focus to our PR efforts and executed carefully managed campaigns that increased the visibility and image of our company and brands throughout the industry. Not only that but Kate and Jane, with their candor and wit, are an absolute pleasure to work with.

Marc Goodrich
President
Excelsior Wine Company
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